We improve some results of Mather and Arnold and find several necessary and sufficient conditions of sufficiency of k-jets. As a corollary we prove that the set of C°°-sufficient fc-jets is a semialgebraic subset of the space of A-jets of C°° mappings F: (R",0) -» (R,0).
1. Introduction. Let S denote the local R-algebra of germs at 0 6 R" of all C00 functions from R" to R, and let 2R be the unique maximal ideal of S. For a given/ E &, let 1(f) denote the ideal in S generated by 3//9jc. , ..., 3//3x". The space of /c-jets of C00 mappings h: (R",0) -> (Rp,0) is denoted by Jk(n,p) and, by definition, Jk(n, 1) = Jk; jk(f) is the fc-jet off. Let ft/ denote the group of germs of C°° diffeomorphisms h: (R",0) -» (R",0), such that jl{h) coincides with the /-jet of the identity mapping R" onto itself. Clearly ft0 is the set of all local diffeomorphisms around 0 in R".
Definition. A /c-jet w E Jk is called ft/ sufficient (0 < / < k) if for any / E & such that jk{f) = w, there exists h E ft/ such that/° h = w. A ft0 sufficient jet is called sufficient.
The following theorems are known:
Theorem I (Mather [4] , Arnold [1] ). Let f E 2ft and 1 < / < k. Suppose mk+i c sm/+i/(/). Then the k-jet jk{f), off is % sufficient.
Theorem II (Mather [3] ). Let f E 27c and 0 < / < k. If the k-jet jk{f) is ft, sufficient, then Tlk+X E Wl'+X/(/).
In particular for 1 < / < k, a A:-jet w E Jk is ft/ sufficient if and only if Wlk+X C %Sll+xI{w). As a corollary one can observe that for w E Jk, the condition 3Rk+x E Wl2I{w) implies the sufficiency of w; and if w is sufficient, then Tik+X C 3RI{w). However, none of these conditions characterizes the sufficiency of &-jets. Counterexample 1 {communicated by J. Robbin). For w = x2 + 2xy2 E J3 we have WI4 E Wll(w), but the jet w is not sufficient. In fact, 0 E R2 is an isolated critical point for w, but not for w + y4.
Counterexample 2. Let w(x,y) = x3 + xy3 E J4. Arnold proved [1, p. 12 ] that the jet w is sufficient (it also follows from our Theorem 2). However, one can verify thaty5 <2 W2I(w) and, hence, WI5 tt W2I(w).
Here we shall improve the results above, and find necessary and sufficient conditions of sufficiency of k-jets (Theorem 2). We show also that the set of sufficient A:-jets is a semialgebraic subset of Jk (Theorem 3). where u denotes the equivalence class of u G 3JJ modulo 9Jc?+1. Note that ja-s{f) =j<,-s(g) 1^1^ A1U) = A"s{g). 3. Proofs. Put ttk: 27J 3 g -+fk(g) E Jk. We need the following: Lemma 1 [3] . Let f E 2Tc and 0 < / < k. The linear subspace ttk(Wl+xI(f)) is the tangent space of Vk(f) atjk(f).
Lemma 2. For given f E 27c and 0 < / < k, the following conditions are equivalent:
(ii) rankAk+x{f) = (jft) + rank^C/); (iii) codim V,k + X{f) = codim V,k{f).
Proof. Observe that, by Nakayama's lemma, (i) is equivalent to (*) mk+x +2)c/+17(/) = 27c*+2-r-27c/+17(7).
Condition (*) is trivially equivalent to (**) dimR(27cfc+1 + 27c/+1/(/)/27c/c+2) = dimR(27c*+2 + 27c/+1/(/)/27c*+2).
The well-known fact that R-linear spaces (27c* + 1 + 27c/+17(/)/27c*+1) and {Wlk+X + Ttl+XI{f)/mk+2)/{Wk + x/3Jtk+2) are isomorphs, and (**) imply (i) ** (ii), because (27c9+1 + 27c/+17(/)/27c«+1) is the image of Af{f) and dimR27c*+1/2Tc/c+2 = ($%).
Lemma 1 implies that R-linear spaces {'M/Tlk+X + Wl+xI{f)) and
Jk/Tz Vk{f) are isomorphs, z = jk{f). It is clear that (*) is equivalent to (***) dimR(2Tc/2Tc*+1 + a7c/+17(/)) = dimR(27c/27c/c+2 + 27c/+17(/)).
Combining these facts one obtains (i) <=> (iii).
Proof of Theorem 1. Theorem 2 implies that Tt(i^+X) = y*\fio-Hence by the Seidenberg-Tarski theorem [5] , the set Jk\^lo -as a linear projection of a semialgebraic set-is semialgebraic. Clearly fi § is also a semialgebraic set and Theorem 3 is proved.
Proof of Proposition 1. Inequality codim fi£ < codim fif is obvious. Let
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